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8Access To Natural Daylight: 
Climate Conditions
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat gain that could be un-
comfortable for occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from 
parts of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities 
are normally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. 
Spring Shading is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation for the region providing fewer solar gains. 
Large southern windows with thermal materials could be used to take advan-
tage of hte solar energy available to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will 
be neccessary from December through February.
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Temperature Range
Radiation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
December - June Sun Shading ChartJune - December Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation for the region providing fewer solar gains. 
Large southern windows with thermal materials could be used to take advantage 
of hte solar energy available to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will be 
neccessary from December through February.
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the primary cooling method but since the 
building will be largely uninhabited during the summer months, this will only be a 
concern in a few areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, evergreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
the site to cut the wind and ac as a buffer.
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Site Analysis: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consider vegetation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Temperature Range
Rad ation L vels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
D cember - June Sun Shading ChartJune - D cember Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Sum er mont s show vidence of high rates of he t gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading d vices should b  used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, t is should not be a large co cern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Mont s show less radiati n for the region providing fewer sol r gains. 
Large souther  windows with ther l m terials could b  used to t ke advantage 
of hte solar energy vailable to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will be 
neccessary from Dec mber through February.
Radiation lvels a  greatest during the months of April through Sept mber. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighti g and sola gains. Direct and 
s de lighting will provide m re oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate mo t tasks most days of the year if utilized proper y. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can b  used to t ke advantage of these levels.
Cloud cov rage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggest ng littl  direct 
lighting. This may decreas  the sol r gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from Nov mber through January. This may reduc  the 
need for external shading d vices particularly in the winter. 
The n tural t mpe atures during hte school year are below c mfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports th use of large south rn expo ures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through th use of prop r ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading d vices of elect chromic glazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least i  June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the p imary cooling method but sinc  the 
building will be largely uninhabited during the sum er mon s, this wi l only be a 
co cern in a few areas. Winter winds v r ge around 12 mph. 
Wi d on th site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds t bay, ev rgreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
th site to cut the wi nd ac as a buffer.
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Site Analy is: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, min mize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack ffect
 W stern wind - consider v getation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building fo  cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Climate Conditions
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. 
These months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. 
Direct and side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the 
winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for day-
lighting to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized properly. 
Clerestory and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
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Temperature Range
Radiation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
December - June Sun Shading ChartJune - December Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupant . Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation for the region providing fewer solar gains. 
Large southern windows with thermal materials could be used to take advantage 
of hte solar energy available to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will be 
neccessary from December through February.
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights c n be used to take advantage of the e levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the primary cooling method but since the 
building will be largely uninhabited during the summer months, this will only be a 
concern in a few areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, evergreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
the site to cut the wind and ac as a buffer.
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Site Analysis: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consider vegetation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
Temperature Range
Radiation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
December - June Sun Shading ChartJune - December Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of igh rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable f r occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be  large concern. Spring Shad-
ing is n cessary.
Winter Months show less r d ation for th  region providing f wer solar gains. 
Large southern windows wi  thermal materials could be used o take advantage 
of hte solar nergy vailable to help heat the spaces. Particu arly, this will be 
neccessary from D cember through February.
R d ation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best portunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighti g will provide more portunities for r d ation gainin the winter months.
Illumination l vels throughout th  year sugge t suficient light l vels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of th  year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights ca  be used o take advantage of thes  l vels.
Cloud coverage throughout th  year is relatively consistant suggesting ittle direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gain  as see in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is exp cted from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particu arly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school ye  are below comfort l vel. Heating 
will b  required. This suppor s the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be han led throug  the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the primary cooling method but since the 
building will be largely uninhabited during the summer months, this will only be a 
concer in a few areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Wind on the site according o this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, vergreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
the si e to cut the wind and c s a buffer.
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Site Analysis: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate D ta:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the su mer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consider vegetation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Ligh  toned r of 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Climate Conditions
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little 
direct lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. 
Little direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may 
reduce the need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. 
Heating will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures 
for hea gain. Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and 
manually operated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
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Temperature Range
Radiation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
December - June Sun Shading ChartJune - December Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation for the region providing fewer solar gains. 
Large southern windows with thermal materials could be used to take advantage 
of hte solar energy available to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will be 
neccessary from December through February.
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic lazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the primary cooling method but since the 
building will be largely uninhabited during the summer months, this will only be a 
concern in a few areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, evergreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
the site to cut the wind and ac as a buffer.
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Site Analysis: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consider vegetation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
Temperature Range
Rad ation L vels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
D cember - June Sun Shading ChartJune - D cember Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Sum er mont s show vidence of high rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading devices should b  used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, t is should not be a large co cern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Mont s show less radiation for the region providing fewer sol r gains. 
Large souther  windows with ther l m terials could b  used to t ke advantage 
of hte solar energy vailable to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will be 
neccessary from Dec mber through February.
Radiation lvels ar  greatest during the months of Ap il through Sept mber. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighti g and sola gains. Direct and 
s de lighting will provide m re oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate mo t tasks most days of the year if utilized p oper y. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can b  used to t ke advantage of th se levels.
Cloud cov rage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggest ng littl  direct 
lighting. This may decrease the sol r g in  as seen in the above char . Little 
direct lighting is expected from Nov mber through January. This may reduce the 
need for extern l shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The n tural t mperatures during hte school year are bel w comfort lev l. Heating 
will be required. This supports th use of large south rn expo ures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through th use f p oper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devic s of elect chromic glazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least i  June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the p imary cooling method but since the 
building wil  be largely uninhabited during the sum er mon s, this wi l only be a 
co cern in a few areas. Winter winds v r ge around 12 mph. 
Wi d on th site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, ev rgreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
th site to cut the wi nd ac as a buffer.
w e
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Site Analy is: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack ffect
 W stern wind - consider v getation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building fo  cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Unit Testing
In order to develope improved daylighting systems for the individual class-
rooms and building as a whole, it was necesary to develope a system of testing 
the building preformance. As such, the classroom design developments pro-
duced for the new Blodgett Middle School were tested for daylight availability 
utilizing the daylight simulation software Rhino. Each iteration of the design 
was tested for daylight area a spatial indication of availability and daylight 
autonomy that measures the occupied times in which daylight is available. 
These numbers were compared to the existing conditions of Blodgett Middle 
School and an exemplary WELL building, the CBRE Headquarters in LA. 
Tests were used to determine the best depth, height, window area, orientation, 
and ceiling angle to compley with the classroom requirements. The following 
pages caption this process that yeilded the forms to the right of this page.
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Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
94%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
NORTH
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
93%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
NORTH
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
93%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
NORTH
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
93%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
NORTH
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
20 21
Clerestory Windows - Simple Ceiling Skylights
North Facing South Facing NorthernCentral Southern
20
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 9
 ft
25
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
2 
ft
30
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
5 
ft
25
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
5 
ft
35
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
5 
ft
45
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
5 
ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
98%
84%
1680 hr.
35 ft x35 ft
1225 ft sq
NORTH
35 ft 35 ft
15 ft
25 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
97%
85%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
69%
67%
1680 hr.
35 ft x35 ft
1225 ft sq
NORTH
35 ft 35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
25 ft
15 ft
35 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
85%
74%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
91%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
25 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
75%
72%
1680 hr.
35 ft x35 ft
1225 ft sq
NORTH
35 ft 35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
45 ft
35 ft
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
85%
75%
1680 hr.
35 ft x45 ft
1575 ft sq
NORTH
45 ft
35 ft
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
80%
72%
1680 hr.
35 ft x45 ft
1575 ft sq
25 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
87%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
69%
51%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
87%
71%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
96%
77%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
12 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
90%
71%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
12 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
72%
64%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
20 ft
35 ft
9 ft
NORTH20 ft
35 ft
9 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
69%
51%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
87%
71%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
96%
77%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
12 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
90%
71%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
20 ft
35 ft
12 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
72%
64%
1680 hr.
20 ft x35 ft
700 ft sq
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
20 ft
35 ft
9 ft
NORTH20 ft
35 ft
9 ft
NORTH
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Unit Testing - Comparing Results Existing to Proposed
23
Comparing Current Conditions To Proposed
Blodgett Middle School Classroom
Classroom Daylight Analysis: 
F esh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
NORTH
21 ft
32 ft 
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
55%
50%
+ 45%
Daylight Area
+ 42%
Daylight  Autonomy
1680 hr.
21 ft x 32 ft 
672 ft sq
Existing Conditions -Blodgett Classroom Designed Conditions - Proposed Blodgett Classroom
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
92%
1680 hr.
20 ft x 33.3 ft 
672 ft sq
NORTH
20 ft
32 ft 
15 ft
In order to compare these structures, 
the floor area was adjusted to match. 
Similar orientations were also selected 
to provide the most comperable results. 
Through testing, the daylighting avail-
ability was improved. This can then be 
adjusted with manual shading devices 
to acomodate different needs.
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Unit Testing - Comparing Results Existing to Proposed
25
Comparing Current Conditions To Proposed
Blodgett Middle School Classroom
Classroom Daylight Analysis: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Existing Conditions -CBRE Headquarters LA Proposed Conditions - Blodgett Classroom
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
100%
93%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
NORTH
25 ft
35 ft
15 ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
86%
81%
1680 hr.
35 ft x25 ft
875 ft sq
NORTH
25 ft
35 ft
12 ft
+ 17%
Daylight Area
+ 12%
Daylight  Autonomy
In order to compare these structures, 
the floor area was adjusted to match. 
Similar orientations were also selected 
to provide the most comperable results. 
Through testing, the daylighting avail-
ability was improved. This can then be 
adjusted with manual shading devices 
to acomodate different needs.
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Unit Testing - Resulting Spaces
Designed For DaylightingTypical Classroom: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
28 29
Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Organization Strategies
The design and selected class-
rooms for the new Blodgett 
Middle School require primarily 
southern exposure and access to 
daylighting all year. This required 
a tiered system of organization. 
The classrooms were arranged 
acording to the mid season solar 
angles of Syracuse NY allowing 
for adequate spacing to ensure 
access to southern exposure by 
every classroom. 
From this organizational strategy, 
the program was deliniated. The 
next several slides describe this 
process of program organization
South -North Section Facing West  -- Summer Sun Angles - ~75.5
South -North Section Facing West  -- Fall/Spring Sun Angles - ~47
South -North Section Facing West  -- Winter Sun Angles - ~23.5
Sun Angle Diagrams - Solar Noon By Season
Blodgett Current ConditionsD ylighting: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Sun AnglesDaylighting: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
25
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
5 
ft
30
 ft
 x
 3
5 
ft
 x
 1
5 
ft
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
44%
44%
1680 hr.
30 ft x35 ft
1050 ft sq
30 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
60%
68%
1680 hr.
30 ft x35 ft
1050 ft sq
30 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
59%
58%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
25 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
84%
73%
1680 hr.
20 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
88%
76%
1680 hr.
20 ft
NORTH
Daylit Area
Dimensions
Occupied Hours
Mean Daylight 
Autonomy
59%
58%
1680 hr.
25 ft x35 ft
875 ft sq
25 ft
35 ft
15 ft
NORTH
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Organization Strategies - Classrooms
Number of Students ........................................................410
Required Number of Classrooms ..................................27
Number of Classrooms Provided ................................36
  Traditional Classrooms ...........................................28
  Innovative Work Zones ..............................................8
Classrooms:
Programmatic Considerations - ClassroomsDaylighti g: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Southern Exposure:
 All Classrooms Are Provided With Southern 
Exposure Utilizing Light Shelves to Diuse Light 
Into the Spaces Providing Proper Circadian 
Rhythm and Improved Alertness
North
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Organization Strategies - Cafeteria and Resource Center
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Programmatic Considerations - Cafeteria and Resource CenterDaylighting: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
North
Resource Center - Library and 
Technology Spaces
 -Host After School Activities
Cafeteria - Dining, Kitchen, and 
Gardens
 -Host After School Activities
Western Exposure:
 Evening Activities and Relaxed Settings Bene-
t From Sunlight During The Latter Half Of The 
Day, Providing Warmer, Calming Infrared Wave-
lengths From The lower Sun-Angles
34 35
Programmatic Considerations - Gymnasium & AuditoriumDaylighting: 
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Auditorium - Host Performances, 
Theater, and Parent/Community 
Meetings
Gymnasium - Sports Activities And 
After School Programming
Northern Exposure:
 Double Height Spaces Are Tucked Into The 
Back With Light From The Courtyards. The Gym 
And Auditorium Were Ideal Because They Need 
Little Natural Light And Provided Height To Ele-
vate The Classroom Spaces Out Of Shadows
North
Access To Natural Daylight: 
Classroom Organization Strategies - Gymnasium and Auditorium
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
36
Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Programatic and Concienscious Influences On Design
37
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Temperature Range
Radiation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
December - June Sun Shading ChartJune - December Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation for the region providing fewer solar gains. 
Large southern windows with thermal materials could be used to take advantage 
of hte solar energy available to help heat the spaces. Particularly, this will be 
neccessary from December through February.
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventilation as the primary cooling method but since the 
building will be largely uninhabited during the summer months, this will only be a 
concern in a few areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, evergreen plants can be utilized on the west end of 
the site to cut the wind and ac as a buffer.
w e
hours
temp.
speed
Site Analysis: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consider vegetation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter temperatures
 Long narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
Temperature Range
R diation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity
December - June Sun Shading ChartJune - December Sun Shading Chart
Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat g in that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. Spring Shad-
i g is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation fo  the region providing fewe  solar gains. 
Large southern indows with thermal materia s could be used to take advantage 
of hte solar energy availabl  to help at the paces. P rticularly, this will be 
neccessary from December t rough February.
Radiation lv ls are greatest during the months of April t rough Septemb r. These 
months offer the best oportunity or diffused lighting and sola ga ns. Direct and 
side lighting will provid more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels t roug out the year uggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks mo t days of the year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cl ud coverage t roug out the year is relatively co si tant ug es ing l ttle direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
d rect lighting is expected fr m November t rough January. This may reduce the 
need fo  external shading devices p rticularly in the winter. 
The natural temp ratures during te school y ar are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposu es for hea gain. 
Cooli g can be handled t rough the use of proper ventil tion and manually oper-
ate  shading devic s of electrochromic lazing.
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a problem in 
the summer using cross ventil tion as the primary cooling method but since the 
building will b  largely uninhabited during the summer months, this will only be a 
concern in a f w areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
the cold winter winds at bay, evergreen pl ts can be utilized on the west end of 
the site to cut the wind and c as a buffer.
w e
hours
temp.
speed
Site Analy is: Climate Information and Implications
Les ons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazi g in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
rea to reduc  heat loss
 Operable shading d vices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consid r vegetation as wind 
break
 Th ck insulati n for win r temperatures
 Lo g narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Syracuse NY Climate Conditions
Wind velocity is greatest in March and least in June. This could pose a prob-
lem in the summer using cross ventilation as the primary cooling method but 
since the building will be largely uninhabited during the summer months, this 
will only be a concern in a few areas. Winter winds average around 12 mph. 
Climate Consid rations For F esh Air and Ven ilation:
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To 
keep the cold winter winds at bay, evergreen plants can be utilized on the west 
end of the site to cut the wind and ac as a buffer.
39
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Ventilation:    Comparison Massing And Circulation
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
40
Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Existing Building - Circulation
Blodgett Middle School is an old, traditional school building. The construct 
conscribes to a U-shaped morphology in which the cooridor spaces wrap the 
interior of the building pushing hte classes to the exterior walls of the U. 
Circulation cores are found at four points offset from the corners allowing as 
many spaces as possible to have two exterior surfaces. The lowest level main-
tains a double loaded corridor. 
41
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Corridor
Circulation To Classrooms
Ventilation Path
Ventilation:    Comparison Massing And Circulation
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Existing Building - Classroom Circulation
The circulation path of Blodgett Middle School as it exists snakes around the 
interior of the U-shaped parti of the building. Classrooms are accessed from 
this internal corridor. 
The only available aperatures consequently are on the outter edges of the 
U-shaped building. this can have negative effects on the flow of air into the 
classrooms.
43
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Hot Stale Air
Cool Fresh Air
CO2
Predominant Wind
Direction........................................SW - W
Wind Range....................................5-35 mph
Air Levels:
Average Wind Speed:
 Annual Mean............................9.5 mph
 Spring.....................................10 mph
 Winter.....................................12 mph
 Fall..........................................9 mph
Temperature RangeCloud Coverage
Wind Velocity Wind Rose
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light levels for daylight-
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized properly. Cleresto-
ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
w e
hours
temp.
speed
SW - 9.5 mph
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Existing Building - Classroom Ventilation
Cross-ventilation is prevented in the existing Blodgett Middle School Due 
to the Traditional U-shaped morphology of the building. Air is only able to 
enter the room from one side of the classroom because the adjacent corridor          
prevents additional aperatures. As such, there is not outlet for the air so the 
path of air is blocked preventing adequate ventilation. This can create a build 
up of warm stale air that is rich in CO2, decreasing student attention and 
health
45
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Primary Circulation
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Proposed Building - Circulation
The proposed Blodgett Middle School utilizes circulation patterns as a tool by 
which every classroom can be provided with cross ventilation with predomi-
nent wind in-puts from the South and West to acommodate the Southwestern  
winds. In order to achieve this, a singe corridor is created perpendicular to 
the classrooms with three fingers of circulation branching off of this corridor 
to allow side entry into three levels of teared classroom spaces.  This allows 
for more circulation and greater levels of oxygen in the classrooms which can 
improove alertness, atention, and resperatory health.
Gray toned circulation with one circulation finger highlighted. This represents 
the path to the classrooms.
47
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Circulation Strip - Primary
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Proposed Building - Circulation
The role of circulation in the design of cross ventilation is best observed 
through the inspection of a single strand of circulation. The building steps 
up as it reaches farther north providing three main levels for education. Stu-
dends acess the three strands from the primary corridor connecting the three 
strands. From these strands or fingers of circulation, the second and third florr 
can be accessed. Emergency egress is provided at the end of each finger. These 
strands provide entry to classroom spaces on both the East and West sides of 
the corridor. 
Below demonstrates the central strand of circulation in relation to the pro-
grammed spaces. the pink toned boxes represent the classroom spaces to be 
accesed.
49
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Circulation Strip - Secondary
   Classroom Entrance System
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Proposed Building - Circulation
Accessing the classrooms from the side of the room leaves the long edges free 
for aperatures. Minimizing circulation paralell to the classrooms provides bet-
ter ventilation with increased area for aperatures. 
Below demonstrates the circulation into the individual spaces. The circulation 
strands access the classrooms from the short sides.
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Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Corridor
Circulation To Classrooms
Ventilation Path
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Proposed Building - Circulation
Below demonstraits how the ventilation and circulation of a single classroom 
work together.
 The displayed classroom is a second story room with Southern exposure.
53
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Ventilation:    Proposed Conditions
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Hot Stale Air
Cool Fresh Air
CO2
Predominant Wind
Direction........................................SW - W
Wind Range....................................5-35 mph
Air Levels:
Average Wind Speed:
 Annual Mean............................9.5 mph
 Spring.....................................10 mph
 Winter.....................................12 mph
 Fall..........................................9 mph
Temperature RangeCloud Coverage
Wind Velocity Wind Rose
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months. ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below comfort level. Heating 
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposures for hea gain. 
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manually oper-
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
Wind on the site according to this wind rose appoaches from the west. To keep 
w e
hours
temp.
speed
Site Analysis: Climate Information and Implications
Lessons From Climate Data:
 Utilize southern exposure for heat gain - 
winter and full shade in the summer
 low e glazing in the East, North, and West
 Ceiling fans
 Compact size, minimize volume to surface 
area to reduce heat loss
 Operable shading devices
 Natural cross ventilation - stack effect
 Western wind - consider vegetation as wind 
break
 Thick insulation for winter t mperatures
 Long narrow building for cross ventilation 
and lighting
 Light toned roof 
SW - 9.5 mph
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Proposed Building - Unit Ventilation - Typical
The typical classroom in the proposed Blodgett Middle School utilizes air in-
puts from the South with an average velocity of 9.5 mph. The input is placed 
low  while the out-put aperatures are placed high on the opposite exposure. 
This forces air into the classroom and sweeps the air up expelling the hot stale 
air that accumulates at the upper portions of the room. In so doing, the CO2 is 
removed from the class and replaced by fresh air improving alertness, focus, 
and resperatory health.
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Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Hot Stale Air
Cool Fresh Air
CO2
Air Levels:
Predominant Wind
Direction........................................SW - W
Wind Range....................................5-35 mph
Average Wind Speed:
 Annual Mean............................9.5 mph
 Spring.....................................10 mph
 Winter.....................................12 mph
 Fall..........................................9 mph
Temperature Range
Radiation Levels Illumination Range
Cloud Coverage
Wind Velocity Wind Rose
Summer months show evidence of high rates of heat gain that could be uncom-
fortable for occupants. Shading devices should be used to block light from parts 
of the building occupied during the summer. Since educational facilities are nor-
mally closed during the summer, this should not be a large concern. Spring Shad-
ing is necessary.
Winter Months show less radiation for the region providing fewer solar gains. 
Large southern windows with thermal materials could be used to ta
of hte solar energy available to help heat the spaces. Particularl
neccessary from December through February.
Radiation lvels are greatest during the months of April through September. These 
months offer the best oportunity for diffused lighting and sola gains. Direct and 
side lighting will provide more oportunities for radiation gainin the winter months.
Illumination levels throughout the year suggest suficient light le
ing to accomodate most tasks most days of the year if utilized p
ry and skylights can be used to take advantage of these levels.
Cloud coverage throughout the year is relatively consistant suggesting little direct 
lighting. This may decrease the solar gains as seen in the above chart. Little 
direct lighting is expected from November through January. This may reduce the 
need for external shading devices particularly in the winter. 
The natural temperatures during hte school year are below com
will be required. This supports the use of large southern exposu
Cooling can be handled through the use of proper ventilation and manua
ated shading devices of electrochromic glazing.
w e
hours
temp.
speed
SW - 9.5 mph
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Access To Fresh Air And Ventilation: 
Comparison - Proposed Building - Unit Ventilation
There are three classrooms in the proposed Blodgett Middle School that do 
not comply with the typical design. These spaces still utilize air in-puts from 
the South with an average velocity of 9.5 mph. The input is placed low  while 
the out-put aperatures are placed high. The outputs however are placed on the 
same exposure as the in-puts.
This forces air into the classroom and sweeps the air up expelling the hot 
stale air that accumulates at the upper portions of the room from the upper 
aperature as shown below. In so doing, the CO2 is removed from the class and 
replaced by fresh air improving alertness, focus, and resperatory health.
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Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Programatic and Consciensious Influences On Design
59
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Parking
Fields
Playgrounds
Green Spaces
60
Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Existing Conditions
A
B
Current conditions at Blodgett Middle School offer students with minimal 
access to outdoor space and vegetation. The primary outdoor physical activity 
spaces are provided by the fields adjacent to the school building. The site it-
self offers little recreational use and greenery. The spaces available on site are 
two playgrounds that would be better suited for an elementary school than a 
middle school. This creates a need for the relaxation benefits, physical activity 
oportunities, and provision of fresh air created by vegetated, outdoor spaces. 
The addition of green spaces would also add the oportunity for students to 
utilize aperatures to view the scenery acting as vissual relief which is believed 
to improve eye strength and concentration. The vegetation can also be used to 
mitigate light levels in the warmer seasons and act as a buffer between the-
school and community.
The Blodgett Middle 
School site currently 
offers two symetrical 
playgrounds with a 
gonnecting green strip. 
The rest of the site is 
utilized for parking
Fields across the street 
from the school offer 
community activities 
and physical activity. 
These spaces should be 
maintaned. 
A
B
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Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Parking
Fields
Outdoor Learning 
Environments
Courtyards
Pathways
Community Gardens
Green Spaces
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A
B
The new Blodgett Middle School proposal attempts to fully engage the site, 
offering students and the community the best possible use of the land avail-
able to them. The Near Westside of Syracuse NY offers few recreational 
green spaces. By creating aa series of green courtyards and reclaiming the roof-
tops as green spaces, the students are able to engage the outdoor environment 
on a deeper level improving attitudes, lighting, and air quality. By creating a 
visually appealing environment separated from the surounding environment 
students are provided with a safe environment for physical activity and social 
engagement.  
Terraced paths and 
zones create non-edu-
cational outdoor sup-
port and recreation 
spaces for student use.
Educational Court-
yards create education-
al zones for student 
use and acess to light, 
air, and scenery. 
A
B
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Proposed Conditions
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Activity Zones & Outdoor 
Resource Spaces
Green Spaces - Terraced Paths & Zones: 
Fresh AirVegetation
Spirit
Outdoor spaces used for walking, commu-
nity activities, physical education, and 
scenery
Classroom roves not adjoined to educational 
spaces and the ground plane are arranged for 
community gardens, pathways, outdoor study 
environment and outdoor dining
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Terraced Paths & Recreational Zones - Outdoor Resources
There are two types of green spaces encorporated into the new Blodgett Mid-
dle School design: non-educational terraced pa hs / zones and ed cational 
courtyards. The first, terraced paths and zones is intended to serve recreationa 
needs supporting exterior caffeteria programs, community gardens, additional 
outdoor gym spaces, and recreational areas for students, parents and the com-
munity at large. 
These outdoor space provide vegetation, improve are quality, buffer theschool 
yard from the surrounding area to ensure a relaxing non-distracting education-
al environment, physical activity, and comforting views. 
The outdoor terraces utilize walking paths, study areas with benches, gardesn, 
and outdoor dining areas. 
The terraced, noneducational outdoor spaces utilize the building rooftops and 
side yards of the school to ensure the full utilization of the Schools site while 
preserving green spaces adjacent to classrooms for educational urposes. By 
placing vegetation and green spaces on the roofs, there is an added level of 
insulation that increases the overall R-value of the classrooms. 
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Community Gardens
Physical Activity
Air Quality
Mental Relaxation
Nutritious Food Source 
and Education
Cafeteria Space
Community Gardens
Physical Activity
Air Quality
Mental Relaxation
Nutritious Food Source 
and Education
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Terraced Paths & Recreational Zones - Community Gardens
The terraced path and zone system is organized to set up a number of adjacen-
cies programatically in order to create health supporting relationships. This is 
Exemplified by the juxtaposition of the cafeteria spaces and outdoor dinning 
areas to the community gardens. The community gardens not only create a 
pleasant environment that reminds students of teh importance of fresh grown 
vegetables but also provides a supplemental food source. Student grown fruits 
and vegetables can be utilized in the cafeteria to supply students with im-
proved nutrition. Since these vegetables would be student grown, there would 
be a greater potential for student enthusiasm in healthy food options. The 
juxtaposition offers practical and educational value. 
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Terraced Paths & Recreational Zones - Community Gardens
This image demonstrate the type of environment created by the juxtaposition-
of outdoor spaces to programatic spaces within the school. Specifically, this 
image looks at the community gardens, facing the side enterence of the school 
with the caffeteria to the left. Students are ingaged in the gardening. 
In the background, the terraced rooftops begin to appear, offering further 
oportunities for engagement. These teraces step down towards the south offer-
ing yearly light for activities, safety, and vegetation growth.
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Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
Terraced Courtyards 
Adjacent To Classrooms
Green Spaces - Educational Courtyards: 
Fresh AirVegetation
Spirit
Each classroom is provided with a con-
nected outdoor space that provides light, 
air, and green space.
Ideally, the proximity of green space will create 
a relaxing environment that promotes outdoor 
learning opportunities, alleviating stress, and 
contributing to air quality
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Educational Courtyards: Terraced Courtyards Adjacent To Classrooms
The second type of green space encourporated into the proposed Blodgett Mid-
dle School is educational courtyards. These spaces are designed to offer each 
clasroom its own outdoor space. These courtyards offer daylight availablity, 
fresh air, and visual relief to the classrooms as well as space for outdoor exper-
iments and classroom instruction during the warmer months. 
As a result of these outdoor spaces, students have a greater potential for alert-
ness due to improved air quality and light levels that regulate the students cir-
cadian rhythm. Additionally, the visual relief of the courtyards offers comfort 
and relaxation to the often stressful educational environment. 
Terraced, educational courtyards utilize the teared morphology of the building 
and offer additional classroom space. The Classrooms are designed to open 
up onto the courtyard if desired through the use of southern exposed sliding 
aperatures. The courtyards average two thirds of the size of the classroom 
proper.
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Terraced Paths & Recreational Zones - Community Gardens
This image demonstrate the type of environment created by the juxtaposition-
of outdoor spaces to classrooms. The spaces are connected to the classrooms. 
Courtyard spaces are usually connected to two classrooms to allow for great-
er collaboration when desired by the teachers. Spaces are flexible and can be 
outfitted with furniture, vegetation, or equipment depending on the schools 
needs.
In addition to outdoor spaces, these courtyards introduce light, air, comfort 
and privacy to the classroom spaces. The courtyards are invited into the space 
to improve student health and comfort.
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Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
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Site Planning - Vegetation: Creating Zones
Green Buffer Zone
Buffer From South - West 
Sun And Wind
Invites Users From 
Downtown Syracuse
Open - Low Vegetation
Main Entrance
Fresh Air Natural LightVegetation
Spirit
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Access To Green Space And Vegetation: 
Terraced Paths & Recreational Zones - Community Gardens
The allocation of vegetation at the site scale attempts to interact with thestu-
dents and the city. The North-East of the site is left open in the direction of 
downtown syracuse, inviting students and providing a building facade and 
main enterance while the South-West of the site is buffered from the commu-
nity to create safe private zones for students during the schoold day. 
The use of vegetation on the South-West of the site helps for  break the west-
ern winds and diffuse the southern sun in the summer months to prevent 
overheating. 
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Resulting Documents and Designs
Plans and Sections
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Social Interaction
Community Education on Healthy living
Community Support organizations
Nutritions
Physical Activity
Access to fresh air
Day lighting
Clean Water
Green Spaces
Digital Networking
Daylighting
Medical facilities
Connection to local infrastructure
Community
Physical Health
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